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High Mass MergersHigh Mass Mergers
 Galaxy mergers and their connection to the build-up of massiveGalaxy mergers and their connection to the build-up of massive

ellipticalsellipticals remain one of the great unsolved problems of galaxy remain one of the great unsolved problems of galaxy
evolution.evolution.

 The continued discovery of The continued discovery of ““old, red and deadold, red and dead””  ellipticalsellipticals to to
higher and higher higher and higher redshiftsredshifts (e.g.,  (e.g., GlazebrookGlazebrook et al 2004, Van et al 2004, Van
DokkumDokkum et al 2004) suggests that major star formation ceases in et al 2004) suggests that major star formation ceases in
these massive systems very early in their assemblythese massive systems very early in their assembly
 In contradiction to present semi-analytic cosmological modeling.In contradiction to present semi-analytic cosmological modeling.

 Locally, the most energetic mergers are associated with Locally, the most energetic mergers are associated with ULIRGsULIRGs..
 ~90% of are clearly interacting (~90% of are clearly interacting (BushouseBushouse et al. 2002,  et al. 2002, FarrahFarrah et al. 2001) et al. 2001)

 Most involve two low mass (0.3-0.5 L*) galaxiesMost involve two low mass (0.3-0.5 L*) galaxies
 Massive mergers, like those predicted to build giant ellipticalMassive mergers, like those predicted to build giant elliptical

galaxies, must be occurring at higher galaxies, must be occurring at higher redshiftredshift



High High RedshiftRedshift Over-Density Over-Density

 Using 4-meter Blanco telescope at CTIO,
Palunas et al (2004) discovered a z=2.38
structure with narrow-band imaging tuned to
Lyα.

 110 Mpc over-density mapped out by 37 Lyman
alpha emitting objects around the galaxy cluster
J2143-4423 (Francis et al. 1996).
 Spectroscopically confirmed.



 The 80 × 80 × 60 co-moving Mpc volume mapped by these emitters
shows a filament and void configuration

The Lyman Alpha FilamentThe Lyman Alpha Filament

 Comparable to some of the
largest structures seen in the
local Universe (i.e. the Great
Wall, Geller & Huchra 1989).

 Largest known structure
above z=2.

 Four emitters are so-called,
Lyman alpha “blobs”



Lyman Alpha BlobsLyman Alpha Blobs

 Deep, narrow-band imaging has discovered
a new class of high redshift object:
extended, radio-quiet Lyα emission
 First identified by Steidel et al. 2000

 Immense in size: 50-150 kpc

 And Lyα luminosity: ~1044 ergs s-1



HST Blob ImagesHST Blob Images

Chapman et al. 2004, ApJ, 606, 85 Francis et al. 2001, ApJ, 554, 1001

SSA22 blob 1      J2143-4423  B1 



Filament BlobsFilament Blobs

 To date, all Lyα Blobs
have all been found in
high redshift regions of
significant galaxy over-
density (~5×), including
four within the 110 Mpc
filament.
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Continuum of Extended LyContinuum of Extended Lyαα
Emission ObjectsEmission Objects

 While first consideredWhile first considered
high-high-redshiftredshift oddities, oddities,
we now know of morewe now know of more
than 40 blobsthan 40 blobs

 Matsuda et al. (2004)Matsuda et al. (2004)
demonstrated there is ademonstrated there is a
continuum of extendedcontinuum of extended
LyLyαα sources. sources.

 Giant BlobsGiant Blobs
 > 7> 7”” or ~50kpc or ~50kpc



Possible LyPossible Lyαα Blob Energy Sources Blob Energy Sources

 UV ILLUMINATION -- AGN:UV ILLUMINATION -- AGN:
  UV light from an embedded AGN escaping along UV light from an embedded AGN escaping along

different lines of sightdifferent lines of sight

 Only 25% of known LyOnly 25% of known Lyαα blobs have clear signatures blobs have clear signatures
of strong AGN activity, i.e. X-raysof strong AGN activity, i.e. X-rays

 INFLOW INFLOW –– Cooling Flows: Cooling Flows:
 In the early stages of a galaxy's formation, gasIn the early stages of a galaxy's formation, gas

collapses into the dark matter potential well andcollapses into the dark matter potential well and
cools cools via via LyLyαα  radiation.radiation.
 Haiman, Spaans & Quataert (2000); Fardal et al. (2001)Haiman, Spaans & Quataert (2000); Fardal et al. (2001)



OUTFLOW -- OUTFLOW -- SuperwindsSuperwinds::

 Supernova-driven winds create powerful outflows ofSupernova-driven winds create powerful outflows of
gas, shock heating ambient mediumgas, shock heating ambient medium
 Taniguchi & Taniguchi & ShioyaShioya 2000. 2000.

 The The SFRsSFRs could imply the formation of massive could imply the formation of massive
galaxies.galaxies.
 Several detected in the sub-mm without X-rays (Chapman etSeveral detected in the sub-mm without X-rays (Chapman et

al. 2001), corresponding to SFR  > 1000 Mo/yr.al. 2001), corresponding to SFR  > 1000 Mo/yr.

 Possible consequences for metal enrichment of IGMPossible consequences for metal enrichment of IGM



Mid-Infrared ImagingMid-Infrared Imaging

 We have imaged the central 15 × 25 arcminutes
of the 110 Mpc filament with Spitzer Space
Telescope and its 24um MIPS camera.
 Covers 21 of the total 37 Ly alpha emitters and

includes the densest part of the field.

 Integration time of 30 minutes per pixel,
reaching a 3-sigma detection depth of 0.04 mJy.





ULIRGSULIRGS

 9 of the 21 Lyα emitters are detected in the MIPS 24
μm images.

 Flux densities range from 0.04 to 0.6 mJy, which at
z=2.38 corresponds to 5 × 1010 to 1012 L○ in rest
frame 7μm νFν.

 Even conservative conversions from the mid-infrared
to total infrared flux (using Chary & Elbaz 2001), puts
nearly all of these detected emitters in the class of
ULIRGs (> 1012 L○), with many achieving Hyper-
LIRG (> 1013 L○) status.



2424μμm Blobm Blob
DetectionsDetections

 We detect all 4 of the Lyα
blobs in the MIPS 24μm
image.
 One weakly detected at

~3σ.

 The three strongly
detected blobs range from
0.25-0.6 mJy..
 Dey et al. (2005) has also

found a ULIRG/Lyα blob
in the NOAO Deep Wide-
Field Survey (0.86 mJy).
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Total Far-IR LuminosityTotal Far-IR Luminosity
DistributionDistribution



Powered by Mergers?Powered by Mergers?
 Blob B6 is associated with 3 MIPS 24μm sources (1.5 mJy total).

 A trio of Hyper Luminous Galaxies in the process of merger?
 HST imaging of Blob B1 and SSA22 blob 1 also show merger evidence.

 Mergers may play a critical role in production of giant Lyα clouds.



Future WorkFuture Work

 Twelve hours of IRAC imaging have been approved and still
await scheduling. This will allow measurement of stellar mass.

 Deep CTIO 4m near-infrared JHK imaging is scheduled for
July. This will provide a crucial measurement of the SEDs
around the 4000Å break of objects at z=2.38, allowing
identification of redder old or dusty galaxies at similar z’s.

 Mid-IR photometry and spectroscopy to separate AGN from
star formation.

 HST imaging of additional Blobs to confirm merger hypothesis
 High-Mass Galaxy Assembly?


